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Abstract –In this paper the performances of rainfall
energy harvesting by means of
piezoelectric
transducers is presented. Diverse studies agree on the
level of suitable generated voltage on the electrodes of
a piezoelectric transducer subjected to rainfall, but a
complete characterization on the supplied power is
still missing. This work, in order to limit optimistic
forecasts, takes into account the behavior of the
transducers subjected to real and also artificial
rainfall, condition that has shown promising behavior
in laboratory. In order to increase the energy
harvesting and also define its limits different loads
have been taken into account. Only commercial
transducers have been considered: a lead zirconate
titanate and polyvinylidene difluoride transducer.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years an increasing attention to the
possibility of generating energy without the use of
conventional electric battery, led the study on the
employment of smart materials. The use of renewable
energies such as solar and wind power seems to be the
best way to ensure the requirements for the achievement
of high levels of power and a reduced environmental
impact, even leading to innovative research topics
concerning power quality measurements under
electromagnetic emissions [1-5]. On the other hand a
study on an alternative energy harvest can be taken: the
piezoelectric materials seem to be the most suitable
solution for the low power supply. The basic idea is to
convert the mechanical energy of vibration or pressure
into electrical energy. Different scenarios have been
considered: in [6] a study on the harvested energy from
vibrating shoe-mounted piezoelectric cantilevers is
presented, it is a first integration of the harvesting energy
in the human body; in [8] the energy harvesting from the
vibrations of bridges is faced and so a weak point can be
transformed into a resource; in [8] the harvesting of
energy induced from the deformation of pavements due to
moving vehicles is analyzed to recover energy in busy
roads; in [9] the harvesting from automotive tires is
discussed when such systems are already used to evaluate
the tire status; in [10] a harvesting from seismic mass is
presented and also an optimization is discussed; in [11] an
innovative piezoelectric grass energy harvester is
proposed; in [12] the energy harvesting from low
frequencies travelling sound is presented, in [13] the wind

energy harvesting is studied. Also the rainfall energy
harvest has been faced [14-23]. The idea is to convert, by
means of piezoelectric plates, the kinetic energy possessed
by the drops of rainwater into electrical energy. A
pioneering comparison of different piezoelectric materials,
in order to investigate the possibility of energy generation
water droplets energy sources for low power electronic
devices, has been studied in [16]. These studies agree that
the single drop of water hitting the piezoelectric plates
generates voltages less than a dozen of volts (peak to
peak, and without load), but no evaluation on power has
been proposed. The drops of rain strike the piezoelectric
material in a cantilever configuration, which may be
subject to study to improve the energy produced [24-26].
Although the voltage peak to peak, produced by droplets,
seems high enough to interact with electronic devices or
rectifiers a more accurate characterization is required, in
order to dispel excessive optimistic predictions.
There are still doubts about the ability to feed power
devices, and in order to explore this concept it is useful to
use the concept of energy flow [27,28] clarifies the
dissipation of energy during the harvesting process, in
order to separate the electromechanical coupling
coefficient of the system, natural frequencies, damping
ratio and electric load. Also a good survey on the optimal
AC–DC power generation for a rectified piezoelectric
device and ] the problem of the storage energy is
presented in [29-31]. It is clear that the average harvested
power particularly depends on the input vibration, larger
surfaces allows greater impact areas, and a potentially
higher collected power, but the cantilever configuration
has its optimal geometrical structure [32-40]. A more
definite analysis will concern the behavior of the device in
the presence of strong stresses in terms of the
electromagnetic field [41-42], by modeling the device as a
receiving antenna [43-46]].
II.

PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS AND MODEL
Piezoelectricity is a property present in many
materials: the generation of an electric charge in certain
non-conducting materials, such as quartz crystals and
ceramics, when they are subjected to mechanical stress
(such as pressure or vibration) is known as direct
piezoelectric effect, whereas the generation of vibrations
in such materials when they are subjected to an electric
field is the inverse effect. The ability of piezoelectric

materials to convert electrical energy into mechanical and
vice versa depends on their crystalline structure. The
necessary condition occurs because the piezoelectric
effect is the absence of a center of symmetry in the
crystal, which is responsible for charge separation
between positive and negative ions and the formation of
the Weiss domains. It is beyond the scope of this study
provide an exhaustive description of the phenomenon,
interesting discussion can be found in [28]. In this study
the energy harvester consists of a piezoelectric film on an
epoxy cantilever sandwiched between electrodes that are
used to collect the generated power. When the
piezoelectric material is subjected to mechanical
vibrations, stress is induced within the material, thus
giving rise to an electromotive force that generates an
electrical impulse. The application of force brings the
internal lattice structure of the piezoelectric element to
deform, causing the separation of the centers of molecular
gravity, and therefore to the generation of small dipoles,
which global effect is taken into account by considering
an ideal transformer which correlates stress to voltage. A
sheet of piezoelectric material has some limitations in the
mechanical-electrical transduction for low-frequency
signals, since it fails to generate pulses at high pressure
when the sheet is very large.
In following work two different types of piezoelectric
materials have been taken into consideration:
piezoelectric ceramic Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) and
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), [46,47]. This choice
was made to try to provide a comprehensive overview of
the possibility to extract energy from precipitation by
employing commercial harvester. Indeed, the presence of
lead in PZT transducer places him among the materials
shall not be used to avoid contaminating the environment.
The choice to use commercial harvester limits shape and
configurations, but also the thickness of the layer of
piezoelectric film.
Different transducers configuration can be used. In Fig.1
the one and two bound edge cantilevers are shown.

Fig. 1- Piezoelectric cantilevers, one edge bound on the
left, two edges on the right.
Larger collection surfaces can be used as the ones
adopted in [20] and [22].

Fig. 2- Piezoelectric collecting surface adopted in [20].

Fig. 3- Collecting diaphragm and piezoelectric
cantilevers adopted in [22].
In [22] different thickness layers have been simulated by
employing finite element method. In [20] a finite
differences approach is performed.
The piezoelectric harvester can be considered as a charge
generator or a voltage generator. When the piezoelectric
film is subjected to a pressure due to the droplet, inside
charges are generated which give rise to an electric field.
The electrodes that are located close to the surface, are
affected by this field and accumulate on their faces a
quantity of charge proportional to pressure. At this point
the role of the transducer may be interpreted differently
depending on the type of load that is connected at its
ends: if the load has an input impedance very low, the
charges that accumulate on the electrodes are poured
entirely on it, similarly to a charge generator; if the
piezoelectric material is connected to a high-impedance
load the charges remain confined on the faces of the
sensor thus keeping the electric field unchanged, as in a
voltage generator. A suitable equivalent electrical model
can be that of a voltage source in series with a capacitor
or the equivalent Norton’s one. Also a resistance Re that
connects the two ends of the active component can be
used to refine the model, so introducing the electrical
loss. In order to define the behavior of the
electromechanical transducer also the mechanical part has
to be modeled, Fig.4.
In the mechanical part the inductor Lm represents the
equivalent mass and the inertia of the piezoelectric
generator, Rm represents the mechanical losses, Cm
represents the mechanical stiffness, stress generator is
caused by mechanical vibration, n is the transformation
ratio of the transformer equivalent, element that relates
the physical quantities with those electrical [33,48]. Ce

represents the capacitance of the piezoelectric element
and V is the voltage across the piezoelectric transducer.
Electric and mechanical parameters depend on the shape
of the piezoelectric transducer.

factors. The drop, while centering fully the piezoelectric
film, is not able to transfer maximum energy as it is
subject to the phenomenon of splashing: the collision is
not complete since the impact surface are separated some
small drops. It must therefore associate an efficiency of a
collision. In the same way we should introduce a
performance of the electrical-mechanical system. The
drop stresses the piezoelectric according to the 31 mode
and not all the energy is converted into charges on the
plates of the transducer. Finally an electrical performance
coefficient is to be introduced to take into account the
losses of the rectifying bridge. The output power is given
by:
Pout = ηcollision · ηpiezo · ηrect ·Pmax.

Fig. 4 Equivalent electro-mechanical scheme.
Many models in the literature have a harvester with an
edge attached to a vibrating surface, and another bound to
a mass; the relative movement of the two extremes
realizes the bending [28, 34]. A model of a harvester, not
attached to a vibrating surface, with an extreme urged by
impulsive force is presented in [19].
Different studies in the literature show encouraging
results with regard to the generation of electricity from
water droplets [14-16]. The piezoelectric transducers can
reach tens of volts, but this result does not yet allow to
attribute to them the character of power generators. The
water drops continuity in the same place is very variable:
there may be intervals of seconds (small rainfall) or
fractions of seconds (downpour). Table 1 of [23] reports a
voltage varying from 1.6 to 98 V, depending to the radius
of the droplets (0.5 to 2.5 mm), and also a power varying
from few µW to some mW. Such harvested power can be
used to feel transmission systems devoted to environment
survey.
Different performances due to variable drops
dimensions (mass) and impact point make hard to model
the phenomenon. The voltage has a peak waveform, not a
continuous voltage, so an equivalent average voltage has
to be defined. For a power system the equivalent average
current can be obtained by using a bridge rectifier and a
smoothing capacity; for the theoretical model initially this
approach has been not considered. To evaluate the power
output of a piezoelectric transducer is necessary to define
a range of possible stresses. The single drop of water can
have a diameter that varies between 0.2 to 6 mm.
Considering a cruise speed on impact of approximately 2
m/s for the small drop and 9 m/s for the largest, it is
possible to estimate the energy input: Emin = 3.1µJ , Emax
=0.063 J. Also considering the interval of two seconds to
have a successive drop, the power is: Pmin = 1.5µW , Pmax
=0. 031W., which can confirm the data in the table 1 of
[23].
The removable power, however, is affected by several

The output power is certainly reduced, then the objective
is to maximize it.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The transducers on which the experiments were
conducted are Mide Volture V22B and V22BL [47] and
the MEAS LDT1-028K [48]. Volture the sensors were
mounted in a suitable support, caged to extremes, due to
their fragility. The sensor Meas was mounted as a
cantilever in a suitable support.
Fig. 5 and 6 show the piezoelectric transducers. The
PVDF Meas is customable, the PZT Volture has a rigid
structure and no modification can be introduced.

Fig. 5 Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) transducers: V22BL
in the top and V22B in the bottom of the picture.

Fig. 6 Meas LDT1-028k polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF) transducer.

The piezoelectric transducers were fixed on suitable
support and were exposed to real and artificial rain. In
this condition were measured the voltage values
generated by the impact of the droplets. Roughly some
typical generated waveforms are definable: transducers
bound to the both ends have generated waveforms more
regular, in which a first pulse largest is followed by a
second smaller and of opposite sign, Fig.7.

Fig. 8 Waveform of the voltage given by a PVDF
transducer in cantilever configuration. Oscillations are
due to the particolar structure.

Sometimes the second pulse has been followed by a
third and sometimes was not present. In some cases we
have obtained single peaks, this physical behavior has
required a bit more attention since the physical stress did
not change, but it happened to the tension. It was found
that the negative or positive peaks of tension occurred in
correspondence with a state of piezoelectric plate already
burdened with a water film, as a result of impact the
compression status ranged, generating a negative or
positive peak of voltage.
The PVDF piezoelectric sensor has been used in
cantilever
configuration. An output voltage is
represented in Fig. 8. The output voltage has an
oscillating behavior, due to the presence of an
underdamped system. The energy of the drop of water is
absorbed and then released to the electrical system in a
longer interval than that used by the Volture transducers.
In both cases the performances were conditioned by the
presence of an irregular water film on the transducers with
a mass increase and with that a damping increase.
The voltage levels were maintained with maximum peaks
of 4 volts during the different tests. Such voltage might
seem high, but refers to a peak to peak value, and it has
been found for the artificial rain mainly. Another feature
to be investigated is the frequency of the voltage:
cantilever transducers show an underdamped behaviour,
transducers bound in both ends an overdumped one.

In order to compare the behaviour of the different test the
average power on the resistor has taken into account and
not the voltage time profile. In order to compare the
different behavior of the PZT and PVDF transducers, it
was decided to refer both to the same conditions, thus
using mostly artificial rain, which is more easily
reproducible with the same characteristics. In Fig. 9 the
power extracted from the single drop of water, in the case
of PZT transducers, for to the loads of 10, 33, 47, 68, 82,
100, 180,270, 470 kΩ is represented. The two transducers
have values of comparable powers, this is due to the fact
that both have equal amplitude of piezoelectric material,
while it varies the length of the material which constitutes
the shell.
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Fig. 7 Two signals acquired for the PZT transducer: the
first presents the typical behavior, a large positive pulse
followed by a second smaller; the second acquired signal
presents only positive pulse. The waveform of the signals
is often conditioned by the presence of the water film on
the transducers.

To characterize the behavior of the transducers were
carried out some measures by placing different resistive
load connected to the electrodes. Ten measurements for
each load were considered useful. The output parameter
of the experiments is given by the power exchanged
during the impact.
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Fig. 9 Power extracted from single drop of water using
the PZT transducers.
In Fig. 10 the power extracted from the single drop of
water, in the case of PVDF transducers, for to the loads
10, 22, 47, 100, 180, 470 kΩ is represented.
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Fig. 10 Power extracted from single drop of water using
the PVDF transducer.
IV. DISCUSSION
The harvested power can be used to feed low-power
consuming devices such transmitting ones. A way to
improve the harvested power is to change the geometry of
the cantilever. As suggested in [39] to maximize the
energy conversion is not important to cover the largest
area, but to subject the piezoelectric material close to its
strength limits. The conventional rectangular harvester
cantilever has a bending moment which decreases
linearly from the fixed edge to the free one. A trapezoidal
shape will allow to obtain a much regular moment, in
such a way the PVDF harvester can be easily modified. In
figure 20 the original and the custom shape of the meas
PVDF harvester, are schetked.
The custom shape has an area reduced of 20% respect
the original one.. In such a way it is possible to deduce
that the power can be maximized by using a smart
geometry. In order to improve harvested power the
cantilever surface can be pressed against a suitably
shaped profile, given by a cylindrical surface, as shown
[40], figure 12.

harvesting of rainfall and its limits. Two types of
commercial piezoelectric transducers were considered:
Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) and polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF). A comparison of power output
available at terminals of the transducer has been
performed by considering two different PZT transducers,
a single and a double PVDF transducers; this comparison
has shown that the single transducer PVDF generates a
greater amount of power. Customization have been
suggested to improve the harvested power.
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